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Java is the world’s most popular programming language, but it’s known for having a steep

learning curve. Learn Java the Easy Way takes the chore out of learning Java with hands-on

projects that will get you building real, functioning apps right away.You’ll start by familiarizing

yourself with JShell, Java’s interactive command line shell that allows programmers to run

single lines of code and get immediate feedback. Then, you’ll create a guessing game, a secret

message encoder, and a multitouch bubble-drawing app for both desktop and mobile devices

using Eclipse, an industry-standard IDE, and Android Studio, the development environment for

making Android apps.As you build these apps, you’ll learn how to:-Perform calculations,

manipulate text strings, and generate random colors-Use conditions, loops, and methods to

make your programs responsive and concise-Create functions to reuse code and save time-

Build graphical user interface (GUI) elements, including buttons, menus, pop-ups, and sliders -

Take advantage of Eclipse and Android Studio features to debug your code and find, fix, and

prevent common mistakesIf you’ve been thinking about learning Java, Learn Java the Easy

Way will bring you up to speed in no time.

Frustrated with Java? Too hard? Too boring? Learn Java the EASY way! Computational

thinking and digital literacy will soon be mandatory in high schools across the US, with many

already requiring students to learn Java in 11th and 12th grade. Get a jump start now and let

Learn Java the Easy Way bring you up to speed in no time! The quickest guide to Java

programming that will have you building fun apps right away, from the author of Teach Your

Kids to Code (over 50,000 copies sold). "This book serves as an excellent guide with friendly

and understandable lessons that cover Java 8 and 9. Author Payne is the perfect tutor, having

taught computer science at the University level for 17 years." - Dee Long "A great and

practical resource to launch into the world of programming. I will be using this book with my

son and daughter." - James Daniel, CEO App Studios Learn Java the Easy Way will have you

saying ... Finally! A Java book that tackled my common need of coding a mobile app!I felt at

ease from the very first chapter.I loved the easy pace and clear introduction! I'm excited to

build a foundation in Java so I can code more! Learn Java the Easy Way takes the chore out of

learning Java with hands-on projects that will get you building real, functioning apps right

away.Start small and simple, familiarizing yourself with JShell, Java's interactive command line

shell that allows programmers to run single lines of code and get immediate feedback.Create a

guessing game, a secret message encoder, and a multitouch bubble-drawing app for both

desktop and mobile devices using Eclipse and Android Studio.As you build these apps, you'll

learn to: Perform calculationsManipulate text stringsGenerate random colorsUse conditions,

loops, and methods to make your programs interactiveCreate functions to reuse code and save

timeBuild Graphical User Interface (GUI) elements, including buttons, menus, pop-ups, and

slidersTake advantage of Eclipse and Android Studio features to debug your code and prevent

common mistakesThe quickest guide to Java programming that will have you building fun apps

right away, from the author of Teach Your Kids to Code (over 50,000 copies sold). "This book

serves as an excellent guide with friendly and understandable lessons that cover Java 8 and 9.

Author Payne is the perfect tutor, having taught computer science at the University level for 17

years." - Dee Long "A great and practical resource to launch into the world of programming. I

will be using this book with my son and daughter." - James Daniel, CEO App Studios --This



text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorBryson Payne has a Ph.D. in computer

science and is a leading cybersecurity expert. He is the Director of the Center for Cyber

Operations Education at UNG, the Director of the National Cyber Warrior Academy (an NSA-

funded GenCyber summer camp), an NSA CAE Peer Reviewer, an FBI InfraGard member, and

a TEDx speaker on "How to Teach Kids to Code". His certifications include: SANS/GIAC

Penetration Tester (GPEN) - only 7,808 certified worldwide, BlackHat Adversary Tactics: Red

Team Operations (AT:RTO), Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP®),

and Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH). His first book, Teach Your Kids to Code, has sold over

50,000 copies, is published in six languages and his online courses, "Teach Your Kids to

Code", "Learn Java the Easy Way", and "Real World Ethical Hacking" on Udemy have over

30,000 students enrolled. Bryson speaks English, Spanish, French, Russian and Mandarin

Chinese. He resides in Atlanta, Georgia, with his wife and two sons. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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Queena, “Amazing - With excellent teaching skills. This book was perfect and just what I

needed. I am currently in school and have taken beginner and intermediate Java classes. I

am getting ready to take my last class which is advanced Java, and I needed to brush up on

my skills. The writer really laid the hands on training assignments out in a way that I could

clearly understand and easy to follow. Not only was I able to keep up with the steps, he also

explained all of the aspects in a way that I could understand and it actually makes sense. I

was not ready for the advanced Java class, but after this book, I feel more prepared.”

Lamool J Ho, “This is how Java work!. This book teach me step by step how to learn Java.”

Vincent Spina, “Very helpful. great”

Shaun M., “Mostly in an IDE but it is fast paced and .... Mostly in an IDE but it is fast paced and

covers what you need to know. Lacks in the setup for Linux, really assumes you already know

what to do in that case which isn't really what most people who need to buy a book should

have to be expected to know. But its not too hard to get past that and right to work on learning.”

The book by Bryson Payne has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 52 people have provided feedback.
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